October 9, 2017

Theme:
What color should our fish be?

Math:
Vote and graph during large group time. Each child puts their picture under color choice (red, blue, purple.) Count to determine winning vote

Literacy:
Read Rainbow Fish. Discuss friendship and sharing

Science:
Explore color mixing at the light table with color blocks.

Art:
Finger paint red and blue

Gross Motor:
Practice different swimming strokes

Fine motor:

Match fish to tank colors

Snack:
Goldfish crackers

Songs:
Baby Shark
Rainbow Fish ...
(Tune: Frere Jacques)
Rainbow fish, rainbow fish,
In the sea, in the sea,
A-splishing and a-splashing,
A-splishing and a-splashing,
Look at me, look at me.

I'm a little fish watch me go.
I swim fast, and I swim slow.
When the sharks come out, I dare not play.
I dive down deep and swim away!

Smartboard:
Have relaxing aquarium music
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U3MjcInFLIA